
Automate date reminders to ensure you meet critical deadlines. Easily find 

information you need and share across the organization. Wellspring’s one-

click nationalization tool enables you to quickly create multiple foreign filings 

from a single PCT record.

Save Time and Energy

IP Management Software

A growing portfolio promises greater value for your organization but also becomes costlier to support. 

Intellectual property management demands a disciplined and rigorous approach to capturing essential 

knowledge assets. From filing deadlines to office actions to maintenance fees, Wellspring’s scalable IP 

software provides full life cycle management of patents, trademarks, and copyrights.

Take Control of Your Growing IP Portfolio

Wellspring’s online disclosure tools increase compliance and accuracy for 

invention submissions. Streamline the invention review process with online 

assessments and automated alerts.

Eliminate hours of manual effort by automating docketing and compliance 

reporting. Keep an eye on your costs with Wellspring’s robust financial reporting 

tools. Identify trends in your portfolio enabling you to make faster, better decisions. 

Run Powerful Reports

Simplify Disclosures

   “Wellspring’s capabilities were essential in organizing the extreme quality of data necessary to 

coordinate IP interactions. Our personnel in multiple countries now all contribute inventions and 

participate in the real-time development of the patent applications. We avoided unnecessary expenses 

of approximately $250K in 4 months.”  

—IP Portfolio Manager

Gain Full Visibility

Wellspring provides a complete view of your portfolio including invention 

details, office actions, filing deadlines, maintenance fees, and more. The 

software’s intuitive interface provides a clear view of your trademarks, 

copyrights, and patent details.
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About Wellspring
Wellspring is the leader in software solutions for intellectual property management, technology 

scouting, corporate venturing, and licensing. More than 500 organizations worldwide, ranging 

in size from 10 to more than 100,000 employees, use Wellspring software to accelerate their 

innovation programs. Wellspring’s clients include small-and medium-sized companies, Fortune 

500 companies, hospitals, government agencies, and universities. The company also owns 

Flintbox, the world’s largest online exchange for early-stage technologies.  

Are You Prepared for Growth in Your IP Portfolio?

Go Pro: Beyond Spreadsheets and Ad Hoc Systems

Ad hoc systems such as spreadsheets, file-sharing sites, and shared drives simply do not scale with a growing 

portfolio. Filing fees are expensive but the true cost of IP management accrues from wasted time entering 

data, finding information, missed deadlines, and cumbersome reporting tools. Wellspring has helped clients 

manage portfolios ranging in size from 10 to 1,000 patents.

Capture IP Through 
Inventor Portal

• Streamline communication for inventors
• Enable inventors to check status

Route and 
Access IP

• Automated alerts of new submissions 
• Review and accept submissions
• Convert disclosure submissions into inventions

Prosecute IP
• Life cycle management for patents, trademarks, and copyrights
• Set notifications when maintenance due, office actions, etc.
• Integration with payment services

Licensing
• Complete oversight of agreements
• Tracking of financial and non-financial terms
• Create financial statements for licensing revenue

Reporting
• Schedule automated reports
• Multiple formats of docket reports
• Detailed reporting for patents and licenses


